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Marchers rally to make Students adjust
to
coronavirus
Black Lives Matter
restrictions
By Miguel Bernas

Protestors marched through Castro Valley for Black lives on Sept. 27.

Malin Johansson

By Malin Johansson
and Nikita Thomas
Castro Valley has seen
multiple protests involving
large numbers of students
in support of the Black Lives
Matter movement since school
let out last summer.
Protestors condemned the
Louisville Kentucky police
killing of Breonna Taylor
by marching through Castro
Valley on Sept. 27.
Taylor was a 26-year-old
African American medical
worker. During a botched
search, police officers shot her
eight times while she slept.
Taylor’s death sparked outrage
and hundreds of protests across
the United States.
Protestors carried a Black
Lives Matter banner and
signs with Taylor’s name.
They chanted, “Say her name,
Breonna Taylor!” and other
slogans.
“I want to see Castro Valley
be a little more open to the
Black Lives Matter movement,”
said CVHS senior Toxtli
Huitzilopochtli.
The protest remained fairly
peaceful, however the group
did confront sheriff’s officers
in cars who were following the
marchers. Some people knelt

As CVHS enters the school
year online under coronavirus
restrictions, student activities
have been pushed back until
further notice.
“We are trying our hardest
to make this school year as
normal as possible,” said ASB
Vice President Lauren Green.
CVHS Leadership plans
to wait until school returns
on campus before beginning
student activities including
homecoming and dances. ASB
hopes to do as many events as
possible when students return,
even if they begin during the
spring semester.
“I think it’s important for us
to stay positive during these
difficult times,” said ASB
President Alex Ikuma.
In the meantime, student
activities will be held virtually.
For Club Day on Sept. 16, clubs
played informational videos
during Trojan Time.
Further informational
meetings will also be held on
Zoom during Trojan Time in
the following weeks.
“As a community, it is more
important than ever to stay

hopeful,” said ASB Secretary
Wandii Muinde.
Meanwhile, CIF has given
guidelines for sports this year,
postponing the normal fall
sports until the winter. Fall and
winter sports are scheduled to
begin on Dec. 14, and the spring
season on March 15.
“I’m looking forward to
practicing and being with
my teammates again, but I’m
worried about team bonding
and connecting with each
other,” said cross country
runner Ashling Bolt.
Student athletes across all
sports at CVHS hope to play
their sports this school year,
especially seniors during their
last year in high school. But
some are concerned about
how different practices and
competitions will be.
“Be patient and flexible, we
are working hard to come up
with the best situation for all
student athletes,” said Athletic
Director Chris Fortenberry.
Fortenberry is very hopeful
that he and other athletic
directors around the league
will be able to find a good way
to approach sports this year for
all student athletes.

Malin Johansson

Marchers confronted sheriff’s officers during the protest.
on the ground while others put
their fists up. A few protesters
got close to the officers saying,
“Don’t shoot.” Eventually the
officers left and the protesters
kept marching.
A similar march on June
8 protested the Minneapolis
police killing of George Floyd.
People of all ages marched
together. Many CVHS students
delivered speeches.
Senior Aaron Ruiz was proud
to see so many activists and
allies come together. “There
was a real feeling of solidarity
and understanding among the

diverse crowd,” he said.
“Castro Valley needs to keep
its eyes and ears open to combat
racism,” said Ruiz.
Junior Wandii Muinde felt
empowered after speaking at
the protest.
“During my speech there were
a few cheers and at the end I
chanted a few verses and they
repeated; that very moment felt
so raw and uplifting,” Muinde
said.
“The BLM movement makes
me feel that there is hope for my
people in this country to have
racial equality,” she added.

Miguel Bernas
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Biden for president, Yes on Prop. 16 and Prop. 18

Editorial:

Citizens will chose to vote
for Republican President
Donald Trump or former Vice
President Joe Biden in the 2020
presidential election on Nov. 3.
For a number of reasons, The
Olympian supports Biden, the
Democratic nominee.
Unlike Trump, Biden looks to
protect civil rights. Trump has
made it illegal for transgender
people to join the military. We
believe everyone regardless
of race, gender, or sex should
have their rights protected, and
should be treated as equals.
Biden also wants free
community college for all, and
affordable public colleges. As
future college students, this
is very important to us. About
70 percent of college students
graduate with student debt.
Biden also looks to create
affordable health care, but
Trump supports privatized
health care. Universal health
care benefits everyone. It costs
much less, which means more
people have access to health
care. Better access allows more
of the U.S. to be healthier as a
whole and helps prevent the
spread of infectious diseases.
Another huge issue is
climate change, which has
serious consequences on our
environment and our futures.
Biden believes in climate change
and plans to stop it through
investing in renewable energy
such as a wind and solar power.

should find another way to
support public education.

Yes on Prop. 16

Prop. 16 will decide whether or
not to restore affirmative action.
We support Prop. 16, which gives
low-income students a chance
to attend higher education. It
also breaks the socioeconomic
cycle by promoting equity.
Affirmative action allows for
under-represented people to
have more opportunities.
Prop. 16 will create diversity
in the workplace, which benefits
everyone. Affirmative action
levels out the playing field when
people are applying for schools
and jobs.

Yes on Prop. 18

David Hernandez

He also wants to prevent further
damage to our environment
by enforcing environmental
regulations, and protecting our
natural resources. Trump has
denied the severity of climate
change. Trump has continued to
support nonrenewable energy
industries like coal, and is the
only president ever to take away
more protected lands than he
added.
Lastly, Biden supports online
school during the pandemic,

while Trump wants to reopen
schools while it isn’t safe.
Biden has a plan to get rid of
COVID-19, but Trump believes
“it will just go away” and has no
plan. If we open schools now the
pandemic will worsen and many
more people will die.

No on Prop. 15

We oppose Prop. 15, which
would raise property taxes on
large businesses to support

Don’t listen to Trump on voting

By Ada Chen
As the United States
presidential election is
approaching, many people
are registering to vote by
mail or are preparing to visit
polling stations. Recently as
I scroll through my phone,
all I see are posts about the
upcoming election. This election
determines how the next four
years will go for the United
States. Many of my classmates
and I are still not old enough to
vote, yet this matters for us too.
Both Donald Trump and Joe
Biden have been campaigning

as Nov. 3 comes closer and
closer. Trump is running to stay
in office, while Biden is running
to replace him. The candidates
have been telling all people who
are eligible to vote. Voting is
a way for people to have their
voice heard or show support
for the candidate that they like
more.
U.S. citizens either vote by
mail or in person at polling
stations, depending on which
one is more convenient for
them. However, they are not
allowed to do both.
In an interview with WECT
TV6, Trump shocked many by
implying that people should
vote twice.
“And you send them in, but
you go vote. If they haven’t
counted it, you can vote. So,
that’s the way I view it,” said
Trump.
According to the article
“Trump’s Bad Advice for Mail-In
Voters,” Robert Farley explains
that if voters did this lines would
be even longer, it’s not necessary
and it’s also in fact illegal.
Farley interviewed Justin
Levitt, an election law professor,

and asked him questions
regarding Trump’s advice.
Levitt explained that one would
in fact get in trouble if they
voted twice.
“The federal statute (52 USC
10307(e)(1) says that it’s a crime
to vote more than once,” said
Levitt.
Dana Nessel, Michigan’s
attorney general, also had a
negative opinion about the
president’s recommendations.
“Attorney General Nessel
here, top law enforcement
official in Michigan, for those
keeping track. Don’t try this
at home. I will prosecute you,”
tweeted Nessel.
The presidential election
is an impactful event yet the
current president fails to even
know how to correctly vote. He
is advising people only to lead
them into a larger mess. Many
people seem to be making fun
of him and I would too. As I
continue to scroll through my
phone tapping from story to
story, it feels like my classmates
know much more than our
actual president does.

schools and other government
programs.
While we believe schools
need more support, Prop. 15
would cause higher costs which
would hurt the economy. Many
businessesarealreadystruggling
because of COVID-19. Prop. 15
would make their problems
worse. Small businesses which
rent property could be forced
to pay higher costs which they
cannot afford.
The Olympian believes we

We support Prop. 18, which
would allow some 17-year-olds
to vote in primary elections.
Most high school students
want to vote, and during these
last few years students have
become more involved in
politics. Many already work
and get taxed but don’t get to
vote, meaning they are being
taxed without representation.
Adults don’t realize how
involved students actually are
in planning for their future. The
Olympian believes that allowing
17-year-olds to vote would
result in more representation
that is needed among young
people in California and the
United States.

Letters
to the Editor

The Olympian encourages letters from
readers, which must be signed and
no longer than 200 words. E-mail us
at cvhsolympian@gmail.com.
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Vote yes on Prop. 15 for better futures for everyone

By Cecilia Lin

I think Proposition 15 is
beneficial for our community,
and we should vote yes on it.
Prop. 15 is a new tax policy

that will reset the tax rate
on commercial or industrial
properties if it is passed on the
election date, Nov. 3.
This amendment will reset
the tax rate on properties that
are owned by people with
over $3 million real estates.
It exempts homeowners
and small business owners
and promises that they are
still under the protection of
California Proposition 13 of
1978, which tax the properties
on purchased value with an
inflation tax rate of equal to or
less than 2 percent each year.
If Prop. 15 is passed, the
government is expected to gain

an estimated $8-12 billion in
revenue. It will first be used
to decrease personal income
tax and corporation tax by
increasing tax deduction, then
it will be used to pay the cost
of implementing the measure.
Forty percent of what is left
will go to school districts and
community colleges.
“To grow our economy and
provide a better quality of life
now, and for future generations
of Californians, we need to do
a better job of investing in our
schools, community colleges,
and local communities,”
according to the Yes on Prop.
15 campaign.

set in place to to prevent
discrimination, and the favoring
of groups that were previously
discriminated against to
pr0mote equality. Affirmative
action began with President
John Kennedy in 1961 when
he established the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission. Affirmative action
was implemented in several
areas besides employment since
then, but were all outlawed
in California in 1996 because
affirmative action was seen as
favoring less qualified applicants
over more qualified applicants
because of their socioeconomic
status and racial origin. This
year, Prop. 16 could bring back
affirmative action to this state.
Affirmative action is
necessary in California because
socioeconomic racism is evident,
and it is a vicious cycle. The
only way to break that cycle
is through affirmative action,
particularly in colleges and
universities.
“I was an immigrant kid out
of East Los Angeles. Without
affirmative action I would
not have been an opportunity
to go to UCLA and explore
horizons that were never
opened to my parents,” stated
Antonia Hernandez, president

of the Mexican-American Legal
Defense and Education Fund
in an article by Paul Rockwell.
Prior to the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, African American
communities were separated
from white communities. These
communities were seen as
inferior by white people, and
given no platform of which
to jump off of to be equal
members of society. Children
born into African American
neighborhoods are given little
opportunity. They grow up, and
because they are not given equal
education, get jobs that land
them back where they started;
low income communities. Their
children then have to go through
the same thing that they did.
This is also true for indiginous
groups, and other people of
color. The only way to break
this cycle is affirmative action.
There is another variation of
Maguire’s cartoon; one where
the fence is replaced so that it
is made of chain link, and all
the men can see the game. This
idea of completely rebuilding
society and the way we consider
one another is monumental.
But it is also necessary for the
progress of our country. In the
meantime, though, let’s get to
work on the boxes.

to the ground and on your way to
be detained. Your fate lies in the
hands of a friend of this police
officer. You are told that you are
a threat to the public and are
sent to jail with no possibility
of bail. This is the exact kind of
story that would be spreading
around in the news with the
enactment of Prop. 25.
Prop. 25 is a proposition
that would replace traditional
bail systems with a risk based
assessment, based on the
severity of the event and
criminal background. It is
meant to support the poor
minority who may not be able to
afford the minimum cost of bail,
which as of writing is around
$500 and who does not want
to pay a bondsman. The bill
would eliminate the possibility
of being able to get out on bail,
no matter if you were innocent
or not.

There are several issues
with the present proposition.
A major one is that basing
people’s freedom off of the risk
that they present introduces
the factor of bias in an already
discriminatory system.

Restore affirmative action

By Brooke Kundert
There is a political cartoon
by Angus Maguire depicting
three people standing behind
a wooden fence that separates
them from a baseball game.
There is a tall man who can see
over, a medium sized man who
has to stretch to see the game,
and a small man who can see
nothing but planks. Affirmative
action is when the small boy
gets two blocks to stand on,
and the medium boy gets one,
so that everyone can see over.
Affirmative action is necessary
so that we can give those that
were not given a choice on
being tall their own stake in the
baseball game that is American
society.
Affirmative action is policies

Prop. 15 will benefit our
community in the long term.
CVUSD can get an estimated
$5.4 million from its revenue.
School districts with more
money would mean the teachers
can have better pay. The schools
will also be able to hire more
teachers, thus decreasing the
class size. Smaller class sizes
create a better environment for
students to learn and help them
make closer connections with
peers and teachers. With more
budget, schools can replace
old equipment and materials
and offer more classes and
extracurricular activities for
students.

Prop. 15 impacts everyone,
because it can change the
future. Better education for
kids means a more prominent
future. Education opens the
door to more opportunities
and helps to establish a more
stable society. Some of the
Prop. 15 revenue will also go
to special districts, such as
BART, Oakland Zoo, and East
Bay Regional Park District.
The money will also be used to
keep water safe and accessible
in parks.
We must sacrifice to gain
a better future, and we are
depending on your vote.

Prop. 18: let youth vote

California Proposition 18 is
a constitutional amendment
that would allow 17-year-olds
to vote in primary and special
elections, if they are turning 18
by the time of the next general
election.
This proposition would make
a lot of sense to approve because
young voters who turn 18 before
the general election, but are still
17 during the primaries, can’t
vote for who they would like the
candidate to be, which is unfair
to them. All voters should be
able to go through the whole
cycle of voting by participating
in both the primaries and
general election.
If 17-year-olds are allowed
to take part in the primary

elections, they will be able to
make more educated votes in
the general election, because
they will know more about the
candidates, having learned
more about them through the
primaries. Taking the primaries
away from those unfortunate
voters whose birthdays fall
in between the primaries and
general election is refusing them
the right to choose who they
would like to be able to vote for.
As of June 2020, 18 states
plus Washington D.C. have
already allowed 17-year-olds
who will be 18 by the time of the
election to vote in the primaries.
California should follow their
lead.
If 17-year-olds are trusted
with the responsibility of driving
a car, they should be allowed
to vote in primary elections,
especially if they will be eligible
to vote in the general election,
only a couple of months in the
future. A few months less of
age doesn’t make a difference
in the end game.
Prop. 18 is an important
amendment because it can help
young voters make change and
have more influence in politics
and on the county as a whole.
Vote yes on Prop. 18!

from dominantly white
neighborhoods, using jail time to
keep them away from their loved
ones. Allowing these officials
to decide the fates of already
disadvantaged people means
legalizing discrimination.
There are a myriad of other
ways to handle this situation
more fairly and efficiently.
One of which would be having
defendants able to be released
on the condition that they would
check in with the department,
eliminating the fear of the poor
not being released. Another
possibility would be to have
the defendant attend support
groups instead of jail time while
waiting for the hearing. Instead
of disadvantaging the poor and
wasting their time, we could be
supporting them, giving them a
second chance in a society that
rejects them.
Whilst bringing back the bail

system isn’t the most effective
way of dealing with criminals it
certainly levels out the playing
field for those in our society that
are the most disadvantaged.
Having certain regulations
based on everyone’s freedom
eliminates the possibility of
“special cases” that may pop up
and which may keep minority
groups away from society. It
allows the person to make a
decision. Will he pay a small
fee and be able to regain his
lost earnings when proven
innocent? Or will he choose
to be left to rot in a cell while
the rest of the world moves on
being kept from work, family,
and friends?
Bail allows the people to
weigh their options. With a riskbased assessment, you lose that
liberty. You give up any say that
you have at the merciless hands
of a stranger.

By Paulina Peltola

No on Prop. 25: bail levels the playing field

By David Hernandez
Imagine being a young
African American male walking
along the streets of Oakland.
All of a sudden a police officer
stops you and interrogates
you. Worried for your life, you
resist answering his questions
and when trying to flee you are
tasered to the ground. Next
thing you know, you are chained

“Bail allows

the people to
weigh their
options.

”

Allowing the legal system
to decide the fates of these
minority groups will allow
officials to segregate blacks
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Trump botched COVID response

By Ethan To
If it weren’t for the COVID-19
pandemic, I would’ve been able
to visit Washington D.C. for
choir, travel to Los Angeles on a
cruise, and participate in the final
competition for winter guard. I
was very disappointed when
these events were cancelled but
looked forward to the events
coming up. However, due to

President Donald Trump’s
inadequate responses to the
global pandemic, more events
I’ve been looking forward to
have been cancelled.
According to an article,
“A pandemic plan was in
place. Trump abandoned it
-- and science -- in the face of
COVID-19,” by Jason Karlawish,
Trump’s administration had
systematically dismantled the
executive branch’s science
infrastructure and rejected the
role of science to inform policy
ever since his inauguration.
In the pursuit of this antiscience policy, Trump had
no meaningful science policy
to guide him and it walked
America into this mess because
of his neglect of pandemic
preparedness.
The President’s Council
of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST) had its
reports removed from the White
House website after Trump’s

inauguration. The PCAST
was vacant until November
2019, when it added members
primarily drawn from industry.
This was unlike before, where the
previous PCAST had members
of both industry and academia.
The current PCAST had not
done sufficient work especially
when COVID-19 wasn’t talked
about during their meeting on
Feb. 3 and 4.
After the meeting with U.S.
senators on March 10, Trump
claimed that the U.S. was doing a
good job and that the pandemic
would simply go away.
“And it will just go away. Just
stay calm. It will go away,” he
insisted.
The following day the WHO
marked that this was a global
pandemic. Then, the U.S. had
over 700,000 cases and over
13,000 deaths. His remarks
that regard the pandemic simply
going away showed his rejection
of scientific methods.

“When you compare us to
other countries, I don’t think
you can say we’re doing great.
I mean, we’re just not,” said
scientist Anthony Fauci.
Trump’s supporters have
simply overlooked his claims
about the virus just going away
and his remark that people
should inject disinfectants to
help with the virus. Although
this pandemic was unavoidable,
Trump chose not to believe in
science and so did his followers.
The president’s actions to take
care of the coronavirus has left
me disappointed and frustrated
that I will not have the same
experience of junior year as
other CVHS students. While
the rest of the world solved
this problem with the trust of
science, Trump ignored them
and focused on his own world. I
will not be supporting him in the
upcoming election because of
his outrageous mismanagement
of the global pandemic.

Trump claims that he did not say
that, but there are multiple witnesses stating that they did hear
him say it. He has been known to
say many things that have been uncalled for, and so it didn’t come as
a big surprise to me when he said
those very rude and unnecessary
things about U.S. veterans.
Not only was this statement offensive and insulting, but it was
also very patronizing considering
the fact that these people had lost
their lives defending the country
he is leading and I feel that they
deserved the respect of the president after all they went through
for the people of this country. He
even said the same exact thing to
John McCain, who was a former
U.S. Navy officer, which shows
the fact that Trump really does not

care about what he says and who
it affects.
Many U.S. veterans and soldiers
have stated their feelings on the
topic but a majority of them won’t
believe the accusation without
concrete evidence which is completely valid. Some other veterans
and soldiers stated their disappointment towards Trump and
all he had to say because it made
some of them feel unimportant or
they just feel that he is setting a
bad example.
When Trump called U.S. veterans “losers,” he was talking about
the people who fought to protect
this country through harsh climates and terrible circumstances.
It makes absolutely no sense for
him to say that because they were
in fact heroes and they deserve to

be honored as just that.
It is also quite disheartening that
this is not the only time Trump has
disrespected the U.S. military. An
example of that would be when
he launched an attack at soldiers
and the Pentagon by saying, “I'm
not saying the military's in love
with me -- the soldiers are, the
top people in the Pentagon probably aren't because they want to
do nothing but fight wars.” He
completely undermined how hard
soldiers were working and he just
demeaned all of the effort and
hard work that was being put into
protecting this country.
As president, Trump should
have gone to visit the cemetery,
paid his respects, and left peacefully like any other president in
history would have done.

Matter protests, 93 percent have
remained peaceful, despite the
wild and controversial accusations
that most protests are violent.
However, on the first day of
June, President Donald Trump disregarded the fact that the peaceful
protestors are rightfully allowed to
protest and speak out, and instead
ordered police to shower them in
tear gas. This was because Trump,
who had just resorted to hiding by
locking himself in a bunker for the
weekend, wanted to pose for a picture at the church across the street.
Lafayette Square was flooded
with guards and police who began
throwing flash grenades and tear
gassing the protesters before 7
p.m. when the curfew was set to
start. After the crowd dispersed,
Trump began his walk to the
church, just after 7 o’clock. He
stood still, holding up a Bible and
posed for pictures. The whole session lasted 17 minutes.
It angers me that Trump is so

selfish that after hiding in his
bunker and not taking any sort of
action regarding the few riots and
all the protests, he proceeded to
ignore our nation’s cries. Millions

These protesters were completely peaceful, holding signs
and chanting for change. Not one
violent act occurred yet every
single one of those people now
has to deal with the aftermath of
that. Getting sprayed with tear
gas is painful, and to think of the
kids, teenagers, elders, anyone
and everyone who showed up
to help the world change for the
better that were hurt, is absolutely
heartbreaking.
A big solution to this would
be for everyone to vote. Every
single vote counts and right now
it is crucial that people elect a
president that will acknowledge
the problems in our country and
actually take action. That president is not Trump, and that makes
Joe Biden our only option left.
We have to vote to make sure our
voices are heard so that change
will be insured and justice for the
lives affected by police brutality
can be served.

Trump dishonors fallen soldiers

By Komal Khehra
President Donald Trump allegedly called Americans who died in
war “losers” and “suckers” before
cancelling a visit to Aisne-Marne
American Cemetery in 2018.

Protesters tear gassed by White
House as Trump posed for pictures

By Lauren French
We are in the middle of a massive civil rights movement and our
president is completely ignorant
of our country’s cries for change.
This year in June, America began
to face a huge number of people
stepping up to fight for change
after years and years of police
brutality against black people. Out
of the thousands of Black Lives

“ Tear gassed

hundreds...
just to take a
picture of
himself.

”

of people are angry and every
single one of them have a right
to be. The police brutality against
black people not only in America
but across the world is horrid and
real, and instead of helping, our
president tear gassed hundreds of
those innocent protesting people
just to take a picture of himself.

Prop. 25, a
good idea

By Ali Nosseir

Bail has so far proven to be a
very efficient way of ensuring a
defendant appears before the
court, rather than the occasional
suspect who jumps bail, like
millionaire Marcus Schrenker.
This Oscar-winning
Hollywood director thought it
would be a great idea to post
bail, hop on a private jet, fake a
distress signal, and parachute
into a swamp before getting
recognized by local police.
Obviously justice is always
served and the perpetrator is
always found and charged with
an even longer prison sentence…
right? Wrong.
There have been many
reported cases where a suspect
skipped bail and left the country
to go live under a new alias.
So is setting bail actually
an efficient and moral way
of releasing suspects while
awaiting trial?
California’s State Legislature
along with former Governor
Jerry Brown (and me) seem to
think not.
They support Prop. 25, which if
voted in, would make California
the first state to end the use
of cash bail for all detained
suspects awaiting trials.
This proposition would replace
bail with risk assessments to
assess whether a suspect is low,
medium, or high risk to others
and themselves if they were to
be freed while awaiting trial.
Bail is certainly an immoral
way of allowing suspects a period
of freedom while awaiting trial.
I believe that people who have
been accused of a crime should
be considered innocent until
proven guilty. Bail strips these
suspects of that right, allowing
only those with the necessary
funds to pay for their release.
Prop. 25 certainly seems like
a moral way of dealing with
suspects awaiting their trial.
Many of those who commit
common crimes live in
impoverished neighborhoods
and most certainly do not have
the funds to post bail.
Prop. 25 was created with the
purpose of not assessing whether
perpetrators have money or not,
but rather their psychological
state, determining whether they
should be released or not.
Rather than seeing if they
have the funds to pay for their
release, Prop. 25 would assess
these suspects’ risk to the public,
the fairest way of dealing with a
situation like this.
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“Mulan” swings and misses

Seeking love
and a visa?

By Andrew Hui
By Austin Coffelt

During the sparring sessions
with the Imperial Army, Mulan,
played by Yifei Liu, and Chen
Honghui, played by Yoson An, get
into a rather intense match. The
rest of the Imperial Army gathers
around the two characters sparring. Just when Chen Honghui
started to get an advantage in the
match, Mulan used her qi (used
in this film as a magical power
that some people are born with)
to defeat Chen Honghui. The
intense sparring scene is ended
by jokes being told by the other
soldiers.
This scene shows the flaws that
Niki Caro’s remake of “Mulan”
has, starting with the action. The
action is over stylized and almost
indistinguishable from the other
Disney-produced blockbusters. During the sparring scene
for example, when Mulan uses

her qi, the edges of the frame
are blurred and slow motion is
used. This technique is overused
throughout the film and it ends
up distracting from the action
being presented instead of adding
anything to it.
The action is also too similar to other Disney properties
like the Star Wars and Marvel
movies for the film to make an
impression. To illustrate, during
the final fight scene, what starts
with people running up the walls
devolves into a mass sword fight
that has no real distinction from
the sword fights presented in the
most recent Star Wars movies.
“Mulan” had the ability to draw
on the greatness of Chinese wuxia
(martial arts) films like “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,” and
it does for some few moments of
great action, but the majority of
the film is bland action.
The other major flaw in this
film is its tone. This “Mulan”
wanted to be a PG-13 film, appealing more to the Marvel audience
than the younger target audience
of the original film. The problem

with that is the comedy that this
film has seems out of place and
not necessary to its success.
This remake of “Mulan” follows
the same story of the original.
Mulan takes her father’s place
in the Imperial Army to help
fight off northern invaders. The
changes that this film makes to
the original is the removal of
Mushu and the music, and the
addition of magical elements
qi and a witch character named
Xianniang. These changes are
overall beneficial if only for the
fact that it distinguishes itself as
different from the original, which
a lot of Disney remakes fail to do.
“Mulan” does still have some
other good qualities as well as being different. It is very well acted,
with Yifei Liu’s performance as
Mulan standing out. The story
is well told, with its messages
about family and honor shining
through.
Overall, though, the good in
this film does not outweigh the
bad. I would not recommend
spending the $30 you must spend
to see it.

tinually rejected. She travels back
home to tend to her sister’s illness,
remembering old times when they
were happy.
In the flashbacks, the March
sisters and their friend Theodore
“Laurie” Lawrence, played by
Timothée Chalamet, dance around
at balls, laughing and enjoying each
other’s presence. Then, the scenes
fast-forward to the present, showing the dullness of how their lives
turned out.
Gerwig’s choice to switch back
and forth between the past and
present helped to capture the growth
of the characters and how they matured. The scenes of the past showed
the sisters acting out movies they
wrote, skipping to town, dancing,
and doing everything together. It
captured their strong sisterly bonds
through the fights and make-ups
they had.
Scenes in the present showed one

sister married with a family of her
own, another sister battling scarlet
fever, one pursuing her dreams of
becoming a successful writer, and
the other travelling around Europe
doing what she loved most, painting. The present, in contrast to the
past, shows their lost happiness and
maturity; they’re no longer as close
as they used to be.
To make things more interesting,
Lawrence is caught in a complicated
love triangle with two of the March
sisters. Throughout the movie, they
discover their true feelings, building
up an expectation for who will end
up with who. However, the ending
is not what you’d anticipate, and
unlike most movies out there, “Little
Women” ends with a couple that is
completely baffling. The ending is
what makes “Little Women” one of
my favorite movies; it’s unexpected,
a refresher from the predictable endings of other movies.

“Little Women” shines with
unexpected brilliance

By Amanda Wong

Usually, the movies I watch
nearly have the same plot, similar
story, and an ending I can always
see coming. But “Little Women,”
directed by Greta Gerwig, was such
a different movie from every other
one I’ve watched that it's gained the
title of my favorite.
The movie switches between the
bluer-toned present to the yellowhued past. Although at times it's
confusing which is which, the
pieces come together like a puzzle,
each flashback showing how much
has changed. Jo March, played
by Saoirse Ronan, is a struggling
writer whose book ideas are con-

At a beachfront resort in the
Philippines, Ed Brown sits with
his girlfriend, Rose Vega, whom
he wishes to bring back to the
United States. “I like the view,”
Vega said. “You’re my best view,”
Brown replied. Vega, with a disgusted face, replied with a “meh.”
Arguments, fights and also
sweet moments are all present
in “90 Day Fiance.” The show,
which airs on TLC every Sunday
evening, follows many couples
who are seeking the K1 Visa. The
K1 visa is for American citizens
who want to marry someone from
another country. Ninety days are
given for the couple to decide if
they would like to stay together
and get married or if they are going to split and go back to their
home country. The short period
of time for couples to decide if
they are going to spend the rest

of their lives together brings up
many issues.
I cannot get enough of this
show! I love being able to travel
with many of the couples and
see their intimate moments. It is
genuine and allows me to learn
about people from all walks of life.
My favorite couple is Brown and
Vega. Brown, who is 54 years old,
travels to the Philippines to meet
his online girlfriend Vega, who is
23. Many problems afloat during his visit, including him lying
about his height and his daughter
being six years older than Vega.
Brown also met Vega’s dad, who
is the same age as Brown. He
reluctantly approved of their relationship. When Brown tells Vega
that he does not want children
at a beachfront resort, she gets
angry and decides to ditch him.
“I think you do not love me. I’m
done!” Vega exclaimed.
“90 Day Fiance” exposes the
good, bad, and ugly of real life
relationships. It shows how many
fight just to make their relationships work and how our borders
serve as barriers between love.
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By Leah Janaway

Netflix is back at it again with
another binge-worthy teen show
full of adventure, angst, and snark.
“Outer Banks” premiered on Netflix in April, mixing aspects of “The
Goonies” with sun-kissed summer
vibes and teen cliches.
The story follows a kid named
John B and his friends living in
North Carolina’s Outer Banks as
they search for the secrets behind
his father’s disappearance, as well
as for a hidden treasure. The kids,
nicknamed the Pogues, spend their
days zooming around the island
on a boat, causing fights with the
rich vacationers and having no

true responsibilities, and of course,
bringing trouble. Shipwrecks,
romance, storms, and many misadventures follow the Pogues
throughout all ten episodes. The
storyline is predictable, but the
cliff-hangers and beachy vibes
rope in viewers.
I watched “Outer Banks” when
it first appeared on Netflix because
I was stuck in the initial slump of
quarantine when no one knew what
to do with themselves, and I didn’t
want to bake sourdough bread so
I gave the show a try. The mood it
created was very lighthearted, and
I enjoyed the treasure hunt aspect.
However, I felt the characters were
very two-dimensional, likeable but
not creatively written. Every adult
was villainized as well. Overall,
the show was entertaining, but

its cliches were overwhelming
at times.
“Outer Banks” was well-received by Netflix viewers, and
it rocketed to the #1 spot on the
most-viewed list within days of
its release. It was given generally
favorable reviews by critics, described as being over-the-top but
balanced out with a good sense of
adventure. Thanks to the show’s
positive response, it has been
approved by Netflix for a second
season, and filming has restarted
in South Carolina.
John B says, “[The Pogues’]
mission this summer is to have a
good time, all the time,” and while
that goal is completely unrealistic
for the quarantined world, “Outer
Banks” is fun and helps to reinstate
that summer feeling.

will be inspiring; it’s important
to have these big roles filled by
Black, Indigenous and people of
color to represent the minorities
which barely seem to get much
spotlight.
Growing up, I felt like I was
barely represented in the media
that was presented to me. The
only roles that were filled by
people of color were usually
the sidekick or side character
who barely got any light in the
show. I still enjoyed the shows
I watched, but sometimes it
was hard to connect to the
characters, and it subliminally
influenced my self-esteem and
how I saw myself. Naturally,
I tended to gravitate towards
cartoons like The Proud Family
for its representation in its cast
because it made me much happier to see characters like me in
a way that doesn’t just use them
for a gag.
When “The Owl House” was
released, I was very happy to see
a person of color in the spotlight
that was shown in such a natural and human way. Luz makes
mistakes, and she’s responsible

for them. Luz’s interests and
beliefs are never taken as a joke
from anyone else. That is why
Luz being an Afro-Latina leading
character is extremely important
to me. If “The Owl House” had
been released when I was younger, it probably would have been
the only thing I talked about,
since I could finally see myself
in a character who makes up the
entire show that acted the same
way 14-year-old me would have.
Not only that, but Luz is openly bisexual, making her one of
the first LGBT+ protagonists
ever on Disney Channel. As
someone who is part of the
LGBT+ community, it’s very
important that gay characters
can be gay without their sexuality being villianized, mocked,
or deemed inappropriate. It’s
just part of who we are, and it’s
a part of who Luz is. That message in itself holds a lot of depth
to younger fans who are also
LGBT+ and can see themselves
in the main character.
“The Owl House” is an important show, and it means a lot to
many people, including me.

“The Owl House” presents
new fun and diverse fantasy
By Victoria Ceaser

“The Owl House” by Dana Terrace is a fantastic example of an
enriching story for the youth set
in a fantasy setting that explores
the boundaries of both childlike
and sophisticated imagination.
Its main protagonist, Luz Noceda, is a 14 year old Afro-Latina
girl who finds herself in a world
of magic and monsters called
“the Boiling Isles.” Luz, under
the mentorship of witch outlaw
Eda Clawthorne, decides to stay
in the Boiling Isles and train to
be a witch alongside her new
animal companion King.
“The Owl House” has only
aired its first season on Disney
Channel, but I could argue that
it’s already making history in the
cartoon and animation industry.
Luz may very well be the first
Afro-Latina lead protagonist
on Disney Channel ever, which
for many young kids of color,

Troye Sivan’s genreblending “In a Dream”
By Olivia Dooley

Troye Sivan recently released
“In a Dream,” a six-song EP on
all streaming platforms. Sivan
said that the EP was inspired
by a dream he had during the
coronavirus pandemic. It celebrates a different tone than the
album “Bloom” that he released
in 2018.
It has been described as a
more dance-pop feel and Sivan
has said that it was inspired by
a roller-coaster of emotions he
has felt recently. He has also
said that the coronavirus has
made him slip into the mindset
he had when he was a teenager at
home and has allowed him time
to explore new styles of music
that he would have never done,
without this pandemic.
Sivan started releasing different singles from the EP for
a few months before the full EP
came out. He first released “Take
Yourself Home,” then a few
months later released the second
song “Easy” along with a music
video. Another month later and
he released the final single before the EP, “Rager Teenager!”
Sivan’s EP has been very popular
with his fans and many are hoping that he continues to release
this type of music.
Each song comes with a different vibe that all mesh together
well to create a cohesive EP.

His first song, “Take Yourself
Home,” has an electronic dance
segment and took on a darker
vibe than originally intended.
His second song “Easy” is said
to have an 80s pop vibe, along
with a matching music video.
His third song, “Could Cry Just
Thinkin About You,” is the shortest in the album and has acoustic
guitar in the background, making it feel more stripped down.
The next song, “STUD”, starts
as a piano-backed piece and then
takes a turn as a more electronic
song. “Rager Teenager” is a ballad that features very prominent
drums and is reportedly Sivan’s
favorite song in the album. “In
a Dream” -- the title song in the
album starts as a very electronic
dance-inspired song that includes a catchy tune and melody
throughout the song.
This album was a very nice
album to listen to, the way it
flowed allowed for a very nice
listen. It had a cohesive blend
that was unlike many EPs I have
listened to. I would recommend
this EP to a lot of people, especially because I enjoyed it so
much. My favorite song in the
EP was “Easy” because I loved
the 80s pop feel. It had a very
specific sound that was unlike
many of the songs that we hear
today and I loved that it was
something completely new.
This whole EP has been positively reviewed and there is said
to be plans for music videos for
each song. Fans are excited, for
what they describe, as a new
“Troye era” style of music.

High stakes for this
superhero family
By Delenn Block

In “The Umbrella Academy,”
the Hargreeves siblings all gather
to protect Harlan from the Handler
thinking they are only going against
the Handler and her daughter when
an entire army of people show up
with guns pointing at the siblings.
Diego asks Five what they should
do and he states “ well we got two
choices, fight and die now or run
and die later.” The scene then cuts
to all the siblings frantically running
from this army.
Throughout the series small comedic moments like this are placed
which helps the viewer relate and
laugh, these moments are what
makes this show so enjoyable. A
similar moment happened in season one where Klaus was dancing
around the house with headphones,
not hearing his family frantically
trying to escape the people hunting
them down.
The show itself is about a dysfunctional family with superpowers

when they were all kinds one of
the brothers Five gets stuck in the
future where he sees that the world
was destroyed and when he comes
back to the present he tells his siblings that the world is going to end
in only a few days. The siblings
begin working to find the cause of
the end of the world only to find
out too late that their sister Vanya,
who seems to have no powers is
what causes it.
In order to save his family Five
brings them into a different time
where they all get separated and
have to find each other before the
world ends again. The siblings
look for each other all getting stuck
dealing with their own issues along
the way. Five is being hunted by
the time police trying to fix the
timeline, Klaus is running a cult
with ben his ghost brother, Vanya
loses her memory and is trying to
remember who she is, Diego is trying to prevent JFK’s assasination,
Allison is dealing with being a
black woman in the 60’s, and Luther
is still trying to find his place in the
world. The big question is will they
be able to find the cause and prevent
the end of the world or is the end of
the world simply inevitable.
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New anime is
enjoyable and fun
By Felix Shum

Maple and her guild, Maple
Tree, battle against the Order of the
Holy Sword, containing some of
the top players. She duels Payne,
the highest ranked player in the
entire game. The rest of Maple
Tree fend off Payne’s guildmates,
anxiously watching the clash between the strongest shielder and
the strongest swordsman.
Maple switches off her angel
form to reinforce her defense, but
Payne does not give her a chance
to teleport to her allies, isolating
her. Payne’s guildmates boost
his strength and speed, catching
Maple by surprise. He lands a devastating hit on her, but has Maple
been defeated, or does she have
another skill up her sleeve?
Released in winter 2020, “Bofuri: I Don’t Want to Get Hurt So
I’ll Max Out My Defense” is a
12-episode anime series in which
Kaede (Maple) is convinced by
her friend Risa (Sally) to play a
VRMMO game called New World
Online.
Although Kaede has never
played video games, she decides
to give it a shot. She chooses her
in-game name as “Maple” and puts
all her status points into vitality to
avoid getting hurt.
The plot mostly revolves around
Maple wackily becoming an overpowered shielder. She defeated
her first boss by eating a poison

dragon and gaining her main gear
and skills as a reward. Later during
her first event, a battle royale, she
effortlessly wins third place while
still a newbie, prompting developers to nerf her.
“She’s becoming more of a last
boss than the last boss itself,” noted one developer after watching
Maple poison an entire sea to beat
a supposedly undefeatable boss.
I thought the anime was lighthearted and comedic, as Maple
was an airhead who just wanted
to have fun. Much of the music
created the feeling of a new world,
but was respectably epic during the
fight scenes.
My favorite parts were definitely
when Maple’s victims realized
who she was and panicked. I really
enjoyed Maple’s cheerful attitude
and her unconventional playing
style. Who else would make their
pet turtle giant, flying, and able to
fire lasers?
In addition to her duel against
Payne, I also found Maple’s battle
against the Flame Emperors, the
second-place guild, amazing.
Although it did not get the
recognition it deserved, I enjoyed
“Bofuri: I Don’t Want to Get Hurt
So I’ll Max Out My Defense.” In
addition, a second season has been
announced with a tentative release
date, in which the silhouette of
Maple’s shield doubles during the
last episode.
During a celebration of the three
guilds, Sally points out Maple’s
unpredictability. “I’m just playing
the game normally, you know,”
responds Maple. “As if!” exclaim
all three guilds.

“Love, Victor” tells
a heartwarming tale
By Corinne Davidson

“Love Victor” is a heartwarming new show on Hulu. The show
follows Victor, a sixteen-year-old
who has just moved from Texas to
Atlanta, Georgia, who’s trying to
figure out his sexuality. The show
does a really good job of showing
the struggles of discovering one’s
sexuality, from religious families
to denial, the show gets this point
across very well.
I really enjoyed this show. The
representation is really good to
see and I really liked how they
showed the stress and struggle of
figuring out your sexuality because
I know that it’s not easy for a lot
of people. The storyline was also
very good with its wholesome, but
heartbreaking moments. Out of the
ten episodes, I have to say I liked
episode eight the most because it
was just so sweet and wholesome,
but the show as a whole is amazing.

The show is a story of selfdiscovery and coming of age. The
series is a spin-off of the 2018
movie “Love, Simon” and takes
place in the same city and school
as the movie. Since Victor is new to
Georgia and his school, Creekwood
High, he sees it as an opportunity
to figure himself out but he runs
into some issues that make the
process hard.
The previous movie “Love, Simon” told a similar story of coming
out but with less of the figuringthings-out aspect. throughout the
show, Victor often goes to Simon
for advice since Simon went to the
school that Victor is now attending. I thought it was a great way
to connect the movie and show
together reintroduce already loved
characters.
Myself and many others really
enjoyed this show and found it very
relatable and heartwarming. The
show has amazing characters that
you will quickly love and care for
and with the diverse struggles that
the characters go through, there will
be relatable content for everyone
who watches.
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History retold by theatre

By Brinkley Johansen

A compelling song buoys the
audience within the first ten minutes. “My Shot” lifts the audience
with its hip-pop and catchy lyrics.
Inspiring and informational, the
song is one that stands out from
the musical. It makes everyone
want to “Rise up” (Lin-Manuel
Miranda) and take their shots, so
no opportunity can slip by.
Originally a Broadway musical, “Hamilton” the movie is
motivational, educational, and
memorable. Brought into people’s
homes through Disney+, the film
gives families a glimpse into the
magic of Broadway. It has brought
many people to tears with the
heart-wrenching story of Alexander Hamilton and the music draws

the audience in to listen to the very
intricate details set within the raps
and beats. The dancing is also extraordinary and is complemented
by the set and stage.
The founding father is aptly
displayed throughout the musical,
as well as the main political figures
throughout the founding of America especially Aaron Burr, George
Washington, Marquis de Lafayette, James Maddison, Thomas
Jefferson, and King George III.
An important part of American
history is shown through the life of
Alexander Hamilton. His fighting
in the Revolutionary War and the
founding of the Constitution are
key pieces in the show.
Another large part of the show is
given to Eliza Schyler, the wife of
Hamilton. Her story is woven into
the musical as well as her perspectives and feelings. Her sisters also
make many appearances and play
large roles in Hamilton’s life.
“Hamilton” is the brilliant work

of Lin-Manuel Miranda. Inspired
by Ron Chernow’s biography “Alexander Hamilton,” the musical
weaves together the history of the
founding of America, specifically
Hamilton’s story, in a Broadway
musical that is unique and has
blown many people away with its
combination of R&B, hip-pop, and
jazz. It is both historical, touching,
and comedic in an astonishing
way.
Filmed in 2016, “Hamilton”
launched in June 2020 on Disney+
to the pleasure of people all over
the world, especially “Hamilton”
fans. It is rated PG-13 and a wonderful movie to watch with friends
and family.
Anyone who watches “Hamilton” will not regret it. The music
will be bouncing around in their
head hours after watching the
movie.
Inspiring in more ways than one,
“Hamilton” is an unforgettable
musical turned film.

“The Babysitter: Killer Queen”
kills with comedy
ter out of the cult is probably

By Eric Nepveux -Kjelstrom Max, played by Robbie Amell,

“The Babysitter: Killer Queen”
is the sequel to “The Babysitter,”
which was released three years
before “Killer Queen.” “Killer
Queen” takes place two years
after the events of the first
movie. In it, the satanic blood
cult that pursued the main character, Cole, two years earlier is
back from the dead and seeking
revenge after Cole killed all of
them.
The best part of “Killer Queen”
is the characters. Everyone from
the cult is back in this movie,
except for the actual babysitter
after which the movie is named
and only gets a small cameo
at the end. The best charac-

who has somewhat of an arc
throughout both Babysitter 1
and 2. In the first movie, Max
tries to teach Cole to stand up for
himself while simultaneously
trying to kill him, and in the
second movie, Max states that
he likes Cole more now that he
was killed by him and he missed
him. He acts like some sort of
messed up teacher.
Another good part of “Killer
Queen” is the gore. It isn’t realistic at all, but it works well for
a movie with a comedic tone.
Most of the blood is CGI and it’s
obvious, but it’s not like they’re
trying to make it look real. They
do also use practical effects
like when one guy’s hands get
chopped off. It still doesn’t look
real, but it works.
The worst parts of “Killer
Queen” are the constant pop
culture references and hit or
miss jokes. You can’t go five

minutes in this movie without
hearing some, usually outdated,
allusion to pop culture and,
keep in mind, this movie came
out last week. It’s ridiculous.
Even the title of the movie is the
name of a Queen song, which
the movie uses near the end of
the film.
As for the hit or miss jokes,
sometimes they hit, sometimes
they miss. Sometimes the movie
actually stops itself and the
progression of the story to tell
a joke. The music cuts and the
characters spend what seems
like hours trying to get a laugh
from the viewers. It never gets
anything. It’s hard to describe
just how bad the comedy is in
parts of this movie. Movie reviewer Roger Ebert said, “McG
and co-writer Dan Lagana
pepper their script with nods
to things that make it seem like
they haven’t talked to an actual
teen since 1999.” I’m gonna have
to agree with that.
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Biden, Trump differ on education
By Malin Johansson

As the Nov. 3 election
approaches rapidly, voters
are deciding who to support.
President Donald Trump,
a Republican, and former
Vice President Joe Biden, a
Democrat, have very different
ways of approaching the
educational system in America.
Biden plans on improving
the public school system in
different ways. He emphasizes
public schools and public school
teachers need to be better
funded. Biden promises to
“make sure teachers receive a
competitive wage and benefits.”
To do this Biden will triple the
budget for Title I, which is the
federal program for funding
schools.
Not only would Biden increase
funding for public systems, he
would also ban for-profit charter
schools from using federal
funds for public schools. Biden
wants to create free preschool
for everyone by working with
“states to offer pre-K for all 3
and 4-year-olds and expand
Head Start and Early Head
Start.” He promises to invest in
community colleges and make
them free for students. To do
this he would create a federalstate partnership to create more

funds for community colleges.
Trump has a different
approach and criticized public
schools in his inaugural address,
calling them “an education
system flush with cash but
which leaves our young and
beautiful students deprived
of all knowledge.” Instead, he
supports other options. The
Republican platform states,
“We support options including
home schooling, career and
technical education, private
or parochial schools, magnet
schools, charter schools, online
learning and early-college high
schools.”

Students speak,
support Biden

An Olympian poll of 200 students showed strong support for
Democratic Presidential candidate Joe Biden over Republican
President Donald Trump and four third party candidates.

Trump plans on increasing the
funding for charter schools, and
supports the voucher system to
support private schools. In 2019
he proposed a $5 billion federal
tax program on donations that
help fund scholarships for
private and vocational schools.
“I support Biden’s plan on

funding public schools because
public schools have the majority
of people so I think that they
should get more government
funding,” explained CVHS
senior Lindsey Gard.
During the coronavirus
pandemic Trump has
encouraged schools to reopen,

while Biden has supported
online schooling. Trump
believes that keeping schools
closed is a threat to the children’s
well being and hurts their
education. Because children
are at an extremely low risk of
dying from COVID-19, Trump
thinks that it is safe to reopen
schools. He has threatened to
cut federal funding if schools
don’t reopen this fall.
Biden on the other hand,
thinks that it is too soon to
reopen schools, and Trump
is being unsafe by promoting
it. To help schools cope with
the coronavirus Biden would
make the Federal Emergency
Management Agency ensure
that K-12 schools had federal
aid.
“It is extremely irresponsible
to even think about reopening
at this time. Dr. Fauci has
continually said the reopening
of schools would be an extremely
foolish move, as it would cause
another spike in cases,” said
CVHS senior Shane Tayag.
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Prop. 15: raise business taxes for schools?
By Baron Begier
Prop. 15 would increase some
commercial property taxes
to support schools and local
governments.
“California is the fifth largest
economy in the world, yet is
39th in per pupil spending,”
said Castro Valley Teachers
Association President and
CVHS teacher Mark Mladinich,
who supports the measure.
“Proposition 15 will impose
crushing new costs on small
businesses that lease their
space from larger businesses,”
said Jon Coupal, president of
the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers
Association.
“The standard ‘triple net’ lease
requires the small business to
pay the cost of maintenance,
insurance and property taxes...

[Prop. 15] will hit these small
business tenants with huge new
costs, over and over again,” he
added.
Interestingly, property taxes
in California today are set by
the purchase price with annual
increases of two percent, or the
rate of inflation, whichever is
lower, based on the Prop. 13 tax
law passed in 1978. Because of
this law, some properties that
do not sell for long periods can
enjoy low tax rates.
Prop. 15 would change that
law for business with property
worth $3 million or more in
California, which would raise
an estimated $8-11 billion per
year.
Castro Valley schools would
receive about $5.4 million in
increased yearly funding, about
a 6% raise, said Mladinich.

“Long
established
corporations that have been
receiving this break since the
1970s should be happy to
support our California public
schools and other essential
services like health care,”
Mladinich said.
Business and property owners
oppose Prop. 15 because they
claim it will hurt the economy.
“It’s an $11 billion tax on all
of California,” said Rex Hime,
president of California Small
Business Administration.
If Prop. 15 passed, it would
distribute 60 percent of the
new funds to state and local
governments and 40 percent to
funding for education. It would
go into effect starting in 2022.
“You increase the cost of food
when you increase the cost of
businesses,” Hime noted.

Prop. 16 would allow affirmative action
Voters could
overturn ban
in place
since 1996

contracting, and public
employment. This will not
mandate affirmative action,
but merely allows businesses
and schools to implement it.
“The problem with Prop. 16
is that it will allow admission
officers to give soft ‘quota’
and lower bars to certain
people based on the race, sex,
ethnicity or national origin
for college admission,” said
Yongcun Zhang, a No on 16
spokesperson.
After Proposition 209, a
ban on affirmative action, was
passed in 1996, Black and Latinx
proportional enrollment at UC
Berkeley dropped significantly.
“Latino children make up
54 percent of the K-12 public
school population in California,
yet have lower graduation
rates, lower test scores and
more segregated schools than
their white classmates in most
parts of California. Prop 16 will

By Hannah Pilgrim
This November, California
residents will vote whether or
not to restore affirmative action
after a generational ban placed
in 1996 to end the practice.
“Passing Prop. 16 is essential
in combating systemic racism
and discrimination specially
based on race and gender which
is extremely prevalent in both
work places and colleges,” said
senior Shane Tayag.
Proposition 16 would restore
the ability for local and state
governments to consider
barriers to equal opportunities
in public education, public

help close equity gaps in K-12,”
said Tiffaney Boyd, a Yes on 16
spokesperson.
Currently 41 states have
enacted gender, race, or
ethnicity related considerations
to college admissions,
government contracts, and
job opportunities. A yes on
Prop. 16 will align California
with other states.
Even if Prop. 16 passes,
colleges and universities could
not use racial quotas to fill their
classes and achieve diversity.
In the historic U.S. Supreme
Court case of 1978, Regents
of the University of California
v. Bakke allowed affirmative
action, but invalidated the use
of racial quotas.
“We can no longer believe in
the idea of color blindness, as
doing so would essentially allow
for the continuation of systemic
racism and discrimination,”
said Tayag.

Prop. 18: let more teens vote in primaries?
By Miguel Bernas
Besides electing our next
president this upcoming
November election, California
residents will also be voting
for various propositions,
including one allowing 17-yearolds to vote under certain
circumstances.
Proposition 18 states that if
citizens turn 18 any time before
the November election, they
can vote in any election any
time that year.
California Democrats have
tried several times to get this
proposition onto the ballot,
with this being the first time
it has made it.

But the Election Integrity
Project California (EIPCa)
argues that most 17-year-olds
live at home and go to school,
thus strongly influenced by
parents and teachers and don’t
think independently. More
importantly EIPCa argues that
17-year-olds are legal minors,
and thus children in the eyes
of the law.
“I think 17-year-olds should
be able to vote because at that
age most people are in tune with
politics and develop their own
views and should be able voice
their views by voting,” said ASB
Treasurer Griffin Hastings.
Implementing this new bill
would increase representation

among young people, and
encourage citizens to start
voting at an early age. With
the emergence of the Black
Lives Matter movement, many
students have become more
involved in politics.
Currently, 18 states already
practice this proposition,
including Washington D.C.
which adopted it back in 2009.
“I think that we need as many
voters as possible right now in
order to improve our chances
for the future we want, but on
the other hand I feel like it opens
the door for a larger group of
voters who may or may not be
educated,” said senior Laney
Vaughn.
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Six race for three school board seats

Dolly
Adams

Michael
Kusiak

Monica
Lee

Sharon
Parker

Lavender
Whitaker

Kristy
Woerz

Dolly Adams has
taught in CVUSD for 21
years, moving to a San
Leandro school this fall
in order to run for the
school board. She is also
a board member on the
Castro Valley Municipal
Advisory Council and the
Democratic Club.
Adams believes that
while high performing
students do well, the special
education department
needs more help. She
believes attendance and
graduation rates for
special education students
should be much higher in
the district.
“Castro Valley has
high performing schools,
so we should have high
performing special
education students,”
Adams said.
Adams is also prepared
to make the hard decisions
with the budget.
“I want to make sure that
these cuts are as far away
from students and teachers
as possible. Some kids just
don’t like school and come
just to meet friends, hang
out, do sports, music, and
art, so we can’t cut those
programs,” she said.
Adams wants to help the
community and listen to
the public.
“I’m going to listen to
those parents and students
[who contact me] and not
just go with the leadership.
I really want to get in
there to do good for the
community,” she said.

Mike Kusiak is running
for a first term on the
Castro Valley School
Board.
Kusiakhasworkedforthe
University of California as
a policy maker for almost
20 years, and is the parent
of two students enrolled in
Castro Valley schools. He
is an involved member of
the school communities,
and has helped with both
Measure G and Measure I
school bonds.
“Those experiences,
being involved with the
schools, really centered
for me how important
these schools are to our
community,” said Kusiak.
As a member of the
school board, Kusiak
will bring with him the
policy perspective, and his
understanding of the state
budget and legislation, and
how those things affect
the school board and the
decisions its members
make. His goals are to find
ways to increase funding,
and to help to organize
the community in Castro
Valley around the schools.
“My passion for this
community comes from
my heart, it’s about
sustaining the future
of this community, and
including everyone in our
community. One of the
most important things
about a school board is
that you welcome the
community to be part of
the conversation,” said
Kusiak.

Monica Lee is running
for re-election this year
on the Castro Valley
School Board.
Lee has served on the
board for the past three
and a half years, and has
been an involved parent in
the community. Outside
of the school board, she
is a lawyer, and has a
business degree, which
helps her to negotiate
contracts and look over
budgets.
“I think our biggest
goal is going to be how
we bring students and
staff back to school safely.
We want students to be on
campus,” Lee said.
She wants to bring
everyone back to
campuses during this
academic year, and
ensure that they can stay
on campus without the
threat of an outbreak.
When her kids attended
Castro Valley schools,
one of Lee’s favorite
things was the sense of
community she felt.
As a school board
member, she wants to
continue to strengthen
that, by doing what’s best
for students and their
families.
“There’s so much that
we try and offer our
students and our families,
that it’s just a great place
to be and go to school,
and I really want to help
it stay that way,” she said.

Sharon Parker has
taught for 33 years and
has lived in Castro Valley
for 45 years, raising her
own children in the Castro
Valley school system.
She is committed to the
success of the schools
as well as the students,
teachers, and parents in
the community.
Parker wants to address
all the students’ needs
in the district and make
the Board’s decisions
easily available to the
public including financial
transparency.
“My goal as a Castro
Valley school board
member will be to address
the scholastic and cultural
needs and concerns of
our students, as well as
providing parents more
transparency regarding
choices of curriculum and
instructional materials,”
Parker said.
Another goal Parker has
is to see students succeed
by providing teachers with
the resources they need as
well as including parents
in decision making.
Parker is prepared to
listen to parents and
students and work to
put the children of the
community as the highest
priority.
“I believe parents
and students should be
assured that we’re all
in this together!” said
Parker.

Lavender Whitaker is
running for re-election on
the Castro Valley school
board this year.
Outside of the
board, Whitaker has a
background in business
and environmental
aspects. She uses her
outside perspective of
these topics to help the
district to look at issues
that they face in different
ways
“The social and
emotional effects of
Covid-19 are going to really
impact our community,
and I want to be there
to help set policies that
enable support across our
system,” said Whitaker.
She wants to take
into account the health
and safety of everyone
by continuing to base
everything on science.
She plans to use her crisis
management skills to help
during the pandemic, by
continuing to implement
things such as the Q&A on
the district page.
As a member of the
school board, Whitaker
wants to help people to
communicate, so they can
see each other as people.
Whitaker is also a strong
advocate for all means all,
and equality throughout
the district. She has
helped with changing
the dress code so that it
is gender neutral, and
removing gender from
board policies.

Kristy Woerz was a
special education teacher
for CVUSD since 1989
and retired this past year.
Woerz was concerned
about what was happening
in the community, and
when approached by
people in the community
who believed that she
would do a great job on the
board, she decided to run.
One of Woerz’s goals if
electedistoputanemphasis
on reading and literacy.
As a young girl, Woerz
struggled with reading and
comprehension and now
she is concerned about
literacy.
Woerz is also focused
on hiring and retaining
teachers in CVUSD.
“We’ve had a big exodus
and we really need to be
concerned about how to
retain our good teachers
and recruit new teachers
that are highly qualified,”
she said.
Other goals include
transparency, equity
and educational success,
maximizing the district’s
budget using her
undergraduate degree in
business administration,
and maintaining the
district moto of “all means
all.”
“I have a very unique
perspective because I’ve
worked for the district for
so long that I would be an
asset for the school board,”
she said.
School board profiles
by Megan Baldwin and
Alex Tam

Young people can play a part in this election

By Hannah Pilgrim
Those 16 years olds and up can
work at this upcoming general
election from Oct. 31 to Nov.

3 this year. Now is the time to
help our community. Due to
COVID-19, a lot of the previous
older volunteers won’t be able
to work at the polling precincts,
so your involvement will make
sure voting centers stay open.
I volunteered to work at this
past March primary election at
the polling precinct in Castro
Valley. Being a poll worker is a
very rewarding experience. You
get to witness all different types
of voters; veterans, newbies,
and first-timers.

“Being a poll worker was
fun because I got to meet new
people and see what goes on
behind the scenes,” said senior
Savannah Roy.
In addition to a new working
experience you also get paid. In
this election polling stations will
be open for four days, meaning
you could earn up to $475 for
just a few days of working.
From working in this past
election, I have understood the
process and how the moving
pieces of the election works.

Learning from the past election,
I know that the voting process in
California is very secure.
Recently, President Donald
Trump has suggested voting
twice, once in person and once
by mail, to test out whether the
vote is counted. Voters should
ignore this advice and instead
only vote once. Since every voter
is receiving a mail-in ballot this
election whether or not they
asked for one, it is wise not to
test his theory. If you wish to
still vote in-person, you should

bring your mail-in ballot to your
polling precinct and exchange it
to vote in person.
“I would recommend fellow
16-year-olds and up to work
the election. Working at
the polling station gave me
a lot of information about
what to expect when voting,”
commented Roy.
If you are 16 and up, go to
acvote.org to register to work
at a polling station this election
to make sure polling precincts
stay open.
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Choir adapts
for online learning
By Alex Tam
With school starting out
online at CVHS, choir classes
have faced the challenge of
singing together virtually. While
other classes still function seminormally, choir classes are far
from the same as students are
not able to sing in the same room
together with direction from
their teacher.
Duringaregularclass,students
would usually go through warmups and transition to singing their
repertoire. Online class consists
of learning about techniques
and history. Students also
submit individual recordings of
their voices.
“We go over proper technique

virtual performances that others
can view, but it is a lot of
work. Laryssa Sadoway, the
choir director, has already put
together a vocal track of the
school anthem and is working
on a Cabaret performance that
will go on the CVHS choir’s
YouTube channel.
“Currently we’re layering on
different tracks and individual
student parts to blend together
a real choir! Though difficult
when it comes to video editing,
we are trying to make the process
smoother with the help of techie
students,” said choir council CoPresident Ben Chen.
“Each individual performer
sings their own line then submits
an mp3 and then we audio edit

Alexa Cango Ruiz and her horse Berlin participated in equestrian events this summer.

Reinventing summer plans
By Tiffany Ho

Students sing in an online choir session.
for singing and music history,
and sing a little at home,” said
junior Isabel Enriquez.
Although students are still
able to see each other and sing,
a lot of them miss getting to sing
together in class.
“The only things about virtual
choir that’s the same is that it’s
Ms. Sadoway teaching and it’s
focus is singing, but we don’t
get to sing together in real time.
I’d much rather be singing in a
group rather than staring at a
screen,” junior Jason Bauman
said.
However, the students are
glad that they still get to have
a choir class and that the choir
community is still present.
“Virtual choir is something
that will take some getting used
to, but it's nice to know that
that community is still there
through these trying times,”
said Enriquez.
The solo recordings that
students are submitting will
get put together and become

Alex Tam

it together, so imagine 215
students and then if you want
to add video you have to sync
the video to the audio,” Sadoway
explained. “Madrigals have
already successfully been able to
to do an audio track of the Alma
Mater in the first four weeks of
schools.”
Although it is unknown what
will happen in the second
semester of school, there will
still be a Pops performance that
students can see.
“If for whatever reason we
are still totally virtual in second
semester, there will still be a
Pops. We will do something
and present because it is just a
really important tradition in our
program,” Sadoway reassured.
“There will most definitely
be a Pops 2021 this year! But
whether Pops is a livestream or
a live in-person performance,
the leadership group is actively
planning ahead and ensuring
this amazing event takes place,”
Chen excitedly shared.

Summer vacation is the
perfect time for students to
relax and enjoy a break before
the start of the new school year.
Many CVHS students take this
time as the perfect opportunity
to travel, do internships and
jobs, or just spend time with
friends and family.
This summer was a break like
no other. With the COVID-19
restrictions placed upon
Americans, many students were
saddened to hear that the plans
that they had would be canceled.
“My plans for the summer
prior to the pandemic were to
travel to Hawaii and Canada,”
said senior Jolie Tran. “I was
also supposed to partake in
a pharmaceutical internship,
but since most health-related
internships were canceled, my
internships were switched to
business.”
Despite this, CVHS students
worked past this barrier and
make the best out of their
summer. As companies and
businesses began to go virtual
to adhere to social distancing
and shelter in place policies,
some offered remote or virtual
internships.
Although the initial setback
of losing a pharmaceutical
internship may have been
disheartening, Tran was able to
gain the opportunity to intern at
two local businesses in Castro
Valley, Aurora Catering and
State Farm, and also partake
in a student-led organization to
provide free tutoring services to
elementary and middle school
students.
“The pandemic affected my
summer activities quite a bit,”
said Tran. “But I think helped
me get both of these internships

and experiences that I never
thought I would get throughout
the course of the summer.”
Senior Kyle Sean was also able
to spend his summer exploring
further into his career interest.
“I did a BART internship over
the summer, working in the
computer system engineering
department,” said Sean.
Some companies such as
BART allowed students to go
on-site on various days to fully
immerse themselves in the
experience.
“[COVID-19] affected some
parts of my internship where I
worked in the BART office for
only two days,” Sean said. “Our
project had some research we
had to do, but it was mainly
hands-on so it was difficult to
complete what we had to do in
those two days.”
Senior Bianca Yoos was
going to be a lifeguard at her
local pool before the COVID-19
restrictions prevented the pools
from opening. Luckily, she was
recommended by her fifthgrade teacher to babysit her
neighbor’s 16-month-old son.
Yoos worked hard throughout
the summer, waking up early in
the morning to get to her job. In
the end, she had a wonderful
experience playing and bonding
with the infant.
“I had an amazing summer
with my best friend Oscar,” she
said. “I would babysit again in
the future. It’s so fun taking care
of a baby.”
Other students such as
freshman Erin McGowan made
use of her break to take online
courses. McGowan had planned
to spend her summer hanging
out with her friends and working
as a camp counselor.
“I decided to get some extra
A-G credits,” she said. “I took

an online class.”
Through a program called
UC Scout, McGowan was able
to utilize her summer break as
a time to get ahead in school.
Many CVHS students also took
advantage of the free courses
available at the local community
colleges through concurrent
enrollment.
Hundreds of thousands of
high school athletes across the
country suffered a dramatic loss
as competitions were canceled.
Junior Alexa Cango Ruiz is a
competitive equestrian, who
has been competing in the
Interscholastic Equestrian
Association (IEA) since middle
school.
Once the pandemic hit, the
riders were not allowed to
see one another or visit their
horses. In late June, riders were
informed that although the IEA
had been canceled, they would
be allowed to compete in horse
shows.
Ruiz was able to compete
with her equine partner, Berlin,
around the Bay. Despite the
initial setbacks, Ruiz was able
to work through the difficult
few months.
“I am incredibly grateful to
have been able to participate
in my sport and spend precious
(social-distanced) time with my
friends, who happen to double
as my teammates,” said Ruiz.
COVID-19 led many people
to reconsider their summer
plans. Many students were
disappointed to find their
internships and competitions
canceled.
Despite this, CVHS students
were able to stay positive and
motivated throughout the
difficult times and make the
best of their summer.
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By Alice Tang

Angela Anthony
Teacher Librarian

Bryan-Andre Blackmon
Resource Teacher

“I’m excited to be here at
CVHS and meet all of you virtually to help with all of your
reading and research needs!”

“I am a laid back but determined
teacher that loves to push my
students to be the best versions
of themselves.”

Renu Chhawla
Math Teacher

Ashley Claypool
Spanish Teacher

“I am excited to be part of the
CVHS community and looking
forward to having a wonderful
time here.”

“I am so excited to be part of the
CVHS community! I have already seen so much resiliency.
This year is like no other, but
we got this!”

Ashtyn Faucher
Special Education

Ashlee Jackson
Psychologist

“I have wanted to be a high
school teacher for a long time! I
am so excited to be a part of the
CVHS community and I can’t
wait to be back on campus!”

“So far I love working at CVHS
and love the support and community feeling.”

Susan Shih
Assistant Principal

“Bonjour CVHS! 2020 is an
unforgettable year for each
of us! I am thrilled to begin
my teaching journey in these
times especially at CVHS.

“I am proud to be at CVHS with
our academic excellence, diverse
student population, and abundant student activities. I truly
believe that it is a place where
all students can be successful!”

“I have wanted to be a teacher
since I was in the third grade,
and CVHS has amazing students and staff that reinforce
that I am in the right place.”

from catching the virus, they
do lower the risk of catching it
by a lot especially if everyone
wears them. Face masks work
by containing the wearer’s germs
from spreading, so if everyone
wears them, there will be less
spreading. It mostly protects
other people, and not the wearer,
that is why it is important for
everyone to wear them.
“All the scientific evidence is
showing that this is our best bet
for us to prevent the spread of
the virus until we have a vaccine
which we know could be a long
way away. The virus is spread
when we are speaking, particles
are let out into the air,” Velasquez
said. “So for those that may not
be sick or are asymptomatic or
presymptomatic with the virus,
I think it is extremely important
and I fully support wearing
masks in order to control the
virus in our community.”

Wildfires blazing all across state
By Josie de la Torre

Fires have erupted all over
in California since the Santa
Clara Unit Lightning Complex
on Aug. 18.
Over 4 million acres have
burned across California,
doubling the record of 1.8 million
acres burned in 2018, killing at
least 26 people and destroying
6,400 buildings, according to
Cal Fire.
“When the Santa Clara
Lightning Complex lit off, we
had over 51 firefighters deployed

to the fires,” said firefighter and
public information officer Brian
Centoni, a CVHS alumnus of
1998.
Alameda County Fire
Department has been aiding
other firefighters with the CZU
Lightning Complex and the
Creek Fire.
“Our firefighters in Alameda
County, they team up with
other local governments and we
do assist with fires all around
the state,” Centoni said. “We
currently have a couple different
strike teams that are at the

Santa Cruz fires. We have extra
apparatus and firefighters
there. Also, we have some
firefighters heading down to the
Creek Fire in Fresno County.”
Air quality was poor
throughout the Bay Area and
the California overall as smoke
from the state’s biggest-ever
fire seasons filled the sky.
“I am concerned with air
quality and chronic exposure
to the particulate. At least
we already have face masks,”
said science teacher Nathan
McCreary.

COVID affects college admissions
By Jeanette Wallis

Mariya Snazina
French Teacher

Brandon Youngsma
English Teacher

COVID-19 has resulted in
many regulations that people
have to follow in order to hinder
its spread. One is for everyone
to wear face masks or a face
covering when going out.
There are many different
types of masks, but not all of
them are effective. “The N-95
masks are the most effective but
are typically saved for health
professionals in hospitals,”
CVHS nurse Sandee Velasquez
suggested. “Surgical masks that
you can buy over-the-counter
and two-layer cloth masks are
recommended for everyday use,
anything with two-layers.”
New rules require
schools to follow the same
recommendations dictated by
Alameda County Department
of Public Health. Those going to
campuses must wear face masks

at all times and social distance
or stand six feet away from other
people in public spaces.
“A mask must be worn
while on school property or
in school buildings (medical
exceptions exist),” according to
an administration email.
Students entering campus
are also required to wear their
face covering at all times. CVHS
allows small and controlled
groups of people back to campus;
in addition, these people have to
follow the protocols that are in
place at school.
“Face masks are a good idea
since there is no loss. If it works,
it will help prevent the spread
of COVID-19,” said senior Amy
McGowan. “If it doesn’t, you still
have a layer to protect you which
is better than leaving yourself
exposed.”
Although face masks do not
completely prevent people

The COVID-19 pandemic
has drastically changed several
aspects of our lives the past few
months, but one of the biggest
concerns of high school seniors
is how it will affect college
admissions this fall. With the
first ever online AP tests last
spring, to several SAT and
ACT test centers being closed
around the country, everyone
is wondering how colleges will
take all of this into account.
Many schools have announced
that standardized tests will
not be required for the 2021
academic school year, and some
have extended beyond to future
years as well. The University of
California system voted in May
to slowly phase out the SAT
and ACT over the next four
years, and there is talk of the
UCs possibly creating their own
standardized test.
At the end of August, Superior
Court Judge Brad Seligman
said UCs have to suspend the
use of standardized test scores,
saying “The barriers faced by
students with disabilities have
been greatly exacerbated by the
COVID-19 epidemic, which has
disrupted test-taking locations,
closed schools and limited
access to school counselors.”

As for private and out-of-state
colleges, most schools will still
accept scores if students want
to send them, but no longer
require them. This is a relief to
many seniors, who often found
out only a few days or weeks
before their test date that their
test center was closing.
Senior Jackie Thibault found
three SAT test centers closed
right before the test.
“I’m supposed to do the
September [SAT test] but it’ll
probably die too,” she joked. “I
feel like even though [colleges]
say ‘test optional,’ if having
a good score still helps, then
doesn’t that basically mean not
having a score hurts?”
To account for missing
test scores, California State
Universities have raised the
minimum GPA requirement
and the Common App has added
some optional questions about
how the pandemic affected
students.
UCs and CSUs will still give
credit for AP scores as in the past.
As for regular classroom grades,
College and Career Center
counselor Allison Zuckerbrow
assures students that colleges
will be understanding.
“All the schools will know [if a
school used letter grades or not]
and they’ll look at our students

within the context of our school,”
explained Zuckerbrow.
In addition to this, some
would-be-current college
freshmen who graduated in
2020 decided to defer for a year,
which also raised concerns for
current seniors.
“Most of the UCs are saying
that it is a very small number
that actually deferred,” said
Zuckerbrow. “It will not impact
the admissions for fall 2021.”
However, it is unclear if this is
also true for private and out-ofstate schools.
Financial aid from colleges
might also change this coming
year. Financially, COVID-19
hit some colleges harder than
others, which may result in some
schools not being able to offer
as much as before.
Despite all this, Zuckerbrow
wants to remind students: “The
admissions officers from the
UCs want to make sure students
know everyone is going through
this. They understand that
there were fewer opportunities
for extracurriculars and that
everything’s online. They want
students to just not stress about
it and do what they can.”
Zuckerbrow is available in the
College and Career Center to
answer questions and will host
workshops to help students.

